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Summary of visits to Asha projects with Mandra Lions Club: 

Visited pre-primary centers at Ghorabadha and Telidih (9 th, 8 am to 10.30 am) 

- Interacted with students in the age group 3-6 

- Noted their teaching methods 

- Asked simple questions and watched how teachers teach the students 

- Meeting with parents of Telidi Pre primary center (9th, 2 pm to 3 pm) 

- Discussed their take on Government ICDS versus the pre-primary centers 

- Role of teachers in creating awareness among mothers and getting students 
into the center (who are not going to ICDS or ppc) 

- After school center visit - Usuldungri in Ayodhya hills (10th, 2 pm to 4 pm) a 
remote village more than one hour away from Bagmundi Block 

- Special classes to gain the class appropriate qualities of the class III, IV 
students of the Government primary School after School hours to prevent 
drop out in the secondary stage 

- Focus on bridging the language barrier between Bengali and their mother 
tongue (Santali) Interacted with students via simple academic questions. 



Apart from all these, I visited NREGS 
related villages and sites for projects of 
Organic Farming for sustainable 
agriculture supported by AID USA. 

           Organic Farming for sustainable 
agriculture 

Visit Report in details: 

 I reached Mandra Lions Club at 4 pm on 8th August and met with Somnath SinghaRoy and 
other members of Mandra Lions Club. I went through the plan of visit. Mr.  Somnath singha 
Roy told me how Mandra Lions Club started their journey for the betterment of the       
downtrodden in the scattered hamlets of Ajodhya hills of Bagmundi Block in 1992 
-93. Most of the inhabitants of the area are tribal.  They maintain their livelihood 
on forest products and daily labourers’.  Being illiterate most of them are ignore 
about the importance of their children’s education.  Santali   is their mother 
tongue.  Though there are Government primary Schools the teachers are non tribal 
from outside who do not know Santali language.  Unable to follow the lesson from 
the non tribal teacher the children became drop out from the class. 

  Mandra Lions Club recruited teachers from the local tribal community and trained 
them up as they can teach the kids through tribal language as per the 
recommendations of Kothari Commission about the medium of instruction through 
mother tongue.     Mandra developed TLM (work card, latter card, Number card 
etc.) on OlChiki script beside Bengali and a book to learn Santali through Bengali. 
As per the Government norms there are justified number of primary Schools, but 
children from scattered hamlets could not avail the opportunity. MLC open Aloke 
kendra and School In Bag for preparing the tribal first generation learner to 
mainstream and retain them in government education system. Latter it is found 
that the students in the primary schools of the Ajodhya Hill and its foot area could 
not able to gain their class appropriate qualities due to unavailability of sufficient 
teacher and want of proper monitoring, become dropout in the secondary stage. 
Though the Right of children to free and compulsory Education act, 2009 is a 
historic piece of legislation which came into enforcement on the 1st April 2010. 
The act guarantees ‘Free and compulsory’ education to all children in the age 
group of 6- 14 years and during the last five years the government of West Bengal 
has taken several steps for the implementation of RTE in the state. In spite of 
those much appreciable steps taken by the government of West Bengal it must be 
say there are serious kinds of gaps in taking required steps in RTE implementation. 
The Government of West Bengal has failed to prepare a time bound plan for 
ensuring the availability of teachers, Infrastructures, constitution of SMC and 
initiation of special training programs as per RTE norms. As a result Bengal, one of 
the pioneers in the country in education has now gone backward in the field of 



education.  Students’ education has been hampered for want of sufficient 
teachers. With the state, the situation in the backward district Purulia is much 
worse. In this situation MLC took the initiative of running after school program to 
help the class three and four class students to gain their class appropriate 
qualities.  

Pre-primary centers: 

On August 9th, first, I visited the pre-primary center of Ghorabadha.  The teachers 
were telling poems to them and the kids were counting numbers using beads. The 
teachers showed me the reading materials.  

  

 

.  

T h e y u s e flash cards for languages. 
Numbers are introduced via Beads as well as striped sticks (check the picture). Via 
different blocks, small-big, long-short and other concepts are introduced. I came 
to know from the education coordinator, these teaching methods are given by 
Bikramshila and Swanirvar. I reviewed all the teaching items including the small & 
big alphabet cards, picture cards to introduce to words. I asked the names of age 
group 3, colors/alphabets with names in age group 4-5. 

 Next I visited the Telidi center. The materials are same and I played simple games 
with them (like pointing the alphabets and simple counts). Also, I told them to tell 
their names which almost everyone did. I saw around 30 
kids. I talked to the teacher who is working in this Aloke 
Kendra.In this centers, usually biscuits are given to kids 
for light Tiffin. 

Teaching with TLM to pre primary children 

Parents Meeting



On this day, at 11 a.m. I discussed with parents of Telidi pre-primary center. I 
asked them that in the ICDS gives nutritious food (Khichdi most of the times). Even 
with the difference, they still want to send their kids to MLC centers because.   

a) The parents said that in the ICDS they only give food only.  

 The kids find these way of learning fun and love in MLC center   

b) In ICDS, they do not give importance on teaching and they do not take care of health of 
kids. In MLC centers, they not only teach alphabets, numbers but other things like 
cleanliness, health awareness.   

c) The teachers of center take special care of kids and sometimes bring the kids from their 
homes. They encourage guardians to send their kids to schools.  

d) Not only that, but they also help for regular immunization, better maternal health, getting 
birth certificate for all kids and making sure the ration shop is open 3 days instead of 1. 
Getting 100 days work from the panchayet. MLC has played a good role in this.  

After school centers: 

On August 9th, I visited the after-school center at Usuldungri,   usuldungri is more 
than one hour away from Bagmundi, at Ajodhya hill top.. Most of the families earn 
their leaving on dry wood selling. Santali is their mother tongue and that is why 
MLC is taking active role in bridging the gap. They teach from books written in 
Oalchiki script and teachers are from the same village. The school happens in the 
same building after the Government school hours. I asked the kids to say A to Z 
opposite order, math tables in opposite orders, naming things in classrooms in 
Bengali and English, words with first letter in English. Simple phonic senses. The 
teacher gives a demonstration of teaching Oalchiki script with a oalchiki letters 
chart.  At Usuldungri mostly the students are Santali speaking yet the Kids can read 
Bengali well though slow. The class 4 kids are more fluent in Bengali than the Class 
3 kids which shows the improvement due to one yr in the center. The Government 
teachers use to teach only in Bengali and that is causing a lot of backlog for the 
kids. After some government rules, there is one tribal para- teacher who can speak 
Santali but the gap still remained. I spent some time with the kids, asking them to 
name 4 trees, animals etc. Plus I gave them simple math problems to solve; they 
read Bengali prose and some English, games. Few students sang songs.  

 

                           

with class three 
studentTeaching Oalchiki



The Santali books are available till Primary (Class 4) but there is minimum scope 
beyond that to continue studying in OlChiki. Also, the Government school teachers 
follow Bengali books and the after school centers follow the Santali books to 
connect them with the materials.  

 

Book of learning Santal 

 

  

The initiation of Mandra Lions Club which they have 
started more than 20 years back is now making fruits in the remotest corners of Purulia 
districts. I found that they have a good rappo with the community people and children of 
the tribal villages in and around Ayodhya hill. IN MY OPENION,such type of initiation still 
needed in and around such remotest corner blocks of West Bengal. It is also suggested/
recommended that continious support needed for such initiation. Apart from the above as 
suggested by Som Nath Da a pilot digital learning center if supportted it can speed up the 
learning process for the tribal children . 

             

         (Sankar Chatterjee) 
          DYC, NYK, Purulia 

Books of santali in Govt. Primary School 
book of learning Bengali through Santali



 


